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WELCOME
TO IN THE MIX

Dear Customer,
We're kicking off the Christmas season early here to help your
business stock up in the build-up to the festive rush. If you haven't
already taken a look through our Festive Selections brochure, be sure
to visit our website to download a digital copy. From a wide range of
suitably jolly edible decorations to themed packaging and more,
BAKO have you covered this Christmas
We are happy to celebrate another of our loyal customers in this
month's "Meet The Bakers". This time we go to North London and visit
Lewis Freeman of Dunns. Along with learning about the 200-year
journey of this Crouch End mainstay, Lewis shares his thoughts on the
current state of Bakery and his hopes for the future.
At a time when affordability is more important than ever, make sure
you check out all our monthly offers from the likes of Baker & Baker,
Bakels and an exclusive promotion with Dawn that could save you
serious money on our BAKO Select range.
See you next time,
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Christmas Tree
Cupcakes

Create your own
Method
Ingredients
22102 Chocolate crème
cake mix 1kg
94045 Whole liquid
pasteurised egg – 350g
12086 Vegetable oil – 300g
Water – 225g
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For decoration
49933 Dawn vanilla frosting
35670 / 35671 Yellow &
Blue Power flowers
24019 Truly mini
chocolate beans
50023 Chocolate Stars

Place the crème cake mix into a mixing bowl fitted with a
beater
Combine all the liquids and add over 1 minute on speed 1
Scrape down. Mix for 3 minutes on speed 2
Split the mix into cupcake cases at approximately 50g – 60g
each making each case ¾ full
Place in an oven at 170°C and bake for approximately 25 – 30
minutes (deck oven)
Allow to cool
Melt power flowers (8 yellow & 4 blue) to make green colour
Add the green power flower colour and mix thoroughly through
the vanilla frosting
Using a star tube, pipe green frosting onto each cupcake to
resemble a tree
Decorate with chocolate star and mini chocolate beans

Follow
Us on
Social
Media
Get connected for our latest news & updates
on Instagram

bakogroup_

on Facebook

bakogroup1

on LinkedIn

bakogroup

Like

Follow

Share
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Festive
Selections
Download now from
www.bako.co.uk
or contact your
Account Manager
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Order your
Mincemeat
Today

33522
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BAKO Select Mincemeat
12.5kg

Meet The Bakers
DUNNS: BAKER AND CONFECTIONER
Dunns is a sixth-generation artisan bakers, employing 65
members of staff operating across two stores in vibrant Crouch
End, North London, and a second location in Muswell Hill which
was opened, mid-pandemic, in October 2020.
Trading predominantly in retail with some wholesale, Dunns are
traditional artisan bakeries, selling sourdoughs, deli style
sandwiches, babkas alongside the more traditional jam donuts,
crusty bloomers, Bakewell tarts and much more.
I didn’t always know that I wanted to be a baker,
even though it was the family business and I have
been working in the bakery since I was 14. I studied
finance at university, and it was when I moved away
from home, and the bakery, to study at university,
that I realised and was certain that I wanted to run
a bakery and not go into finance.

Meet the Bakers spoke with Lewis
Freeman, owner/operator of Dunns to
find out more:
MTB: Where did it all start?
LF: It all started in 1820, when my great, great,
great grandfather started working as a baker,
about a mile away from where we are now, in
Highgate. He opened his own bakery, for the first
time in 1827, and he and his descendants
proceeded to work in and around various
bakeries across North London.
During the Second World War, my grandfather’s
brother ran a bakery called Freemans in Enfield
and when my grandfather returned from the war,
he decided to go into the family business with his
brother… but his brother said no, so he joined
Dunn’s Bakery, which was already running in
Crouch End. A few years later he bought Dunn’s
from the then owner, and my family have owned
and run Dunns Bakery ever since.
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MTB: What would you say the biggest changes in the
industry have been since your great-great-great
grandfather's day?
LF: The main changes we have experienced over the
years are the innovations and advancements in
technology, product trends, and of course, more
recently the COVID-19 pandemic.
I took the decision to keep the store open right
throughout the pandemic. We furloughed the ‘at risk’
staff but everyone else in the team, made the decision
to work. We carried out our deliveries on Cargo Bikes,
and at one point, during the pandemic, a third of our
sales came from these deliveries.
We saw a change, during this time, in buying habits.
Our customers would buy significantly more from our
patisserie range. Our beautiful cheesecakes, Frasier
cakes and miniature tarts were very popular at this
time.
The planning for our second store started at the end of
2019. We considered cancelling the opening, due to the
pandemic, but made the decision to plough on with our
plans and- so far, so good!

MTB: How have consumer preferences changed over the
years and why do you think this is?

MTB: What Products do you offer to your customers?

LF: The Sourdough has been on a steady upwards
trajectory for the past 8-10 years. Across the board we
have seen a slow evolution from traditional, to artisan
traditional, and we’re seeing it across our other
confectionary lines as well. In confectionary, Babka and
plaited bread, are very popular, and almond croissants
are in demand now more than they have ever been.

LF: We have a really wide range of products including
bread rolls, tin-bread sourdough, Danish rye breads,
focaccia, baguettes, donuts, Danish pastries, croissants,
sandwiches, patisserie, sausage rolls, and a full hotplate
selection. We also sell a full range of sandwiches,
celebration cakes, and ice cream! Basically everything.

There has been a move away from the more traditional
Belgium buns and twist buns to the Danish pastries.
People’s tastes are changing, and they are getting bored
of the same old thing. They seem to be more invested in
what they are eating, and they want to indulge in
something a bit more fun.

Meet The Bakers
MTB: What are your best-sellers and why do you think
these became favourites?
LF: Sourdough breads, jam donuts and sausage rolls are
our best sellers.
We do no-nonsense quality incredibly well. For example,
in the jam donuts we use Tiptree jam, in the sausage
rolls we use high quality sausage meat form the local
butcher, the Crouch End sourdough is a really nice
Sourdough, containing a blend of different grains, and
our prices are reasonable for London prices, vs some of
our competitors.

MTB: What advice would you give to bakers starting up today?
LF: Come back in 6 months when we know how the world
will be then!
Alternatively, for young bakers I would say, get as much
work experience in bakeries as you can. Even for a few days
or a week.
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When I was younger, I was privileged to work in a number
of different bakeries over a period of time, which really
helped me. Many bakeries or restaurants will help arrange
exchanges of staff, so that young bakers can gain multifaceted experience. This really helps them to learn the craft.

MTB: What challenges and opportunities can you see
for the bakery industry?
LF: It’s a deeply concerning time, all-round. I was very
worried at the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, but
then it looked like if we put in the hard work that it
would pay off. This crisis is more concerning, as I’m
not yet sure we can just graft our way out of this.
We will need to put our prices up, as we don’t want to
cheapen the quality of any of our products to save
money. I just hope that people will continue to come
out and buy our products, so yes, I am worried about
the cost-of-living crisis, right now.
At the same time, bakery products aren’t the most
expensive treats that people can buy, so there is an
opportunity there.

MTB: How do you find the partnership with BAKO?
LF: It is good to know that there is a bakery wholesaler
that you are a part of as a member, Bako works with us
and other bakeries to provide a meaningful
customer/supplier relationship.

For example, someone could have a sausage roll and
an ice cream, and that can be a really nice treat. I like
to think that there is an opportunity for us to be the
reasonable indulgence that people can still go out
and enjoy, without having to break the bank.
Recruitment and retention are also a challenge. We
need to look after our staff as much as we can, and
help them through this time, as much as we can, as
they are feeling the effect of the cost-of-living crisis,
as much as anyone.
As an employer, the best we can do is to put our
staffs wages up, give them as much work as they can
comfortably handle, and be there for them, as and
when they need us.

"...there is an opportunity for us to be the reasonable indulgence that people can
still go out and enjoy, without having to break the bank."
MTB: Do you have any product launches or, new
offerings planned for this year?
Christmas is around the corner, and we have a tried
and tested range of 40+ Christmas products that
people love. Our best seller is of course the mince pie,
we make our own beautiful pastry, with our own
home-made mincemeat, that contains a good amount
of brandy, and delicious dried fruit (not too much
sugar). Our customers love them.

“Dunn’s Bakery is still, THE BEST
bakery/Patisserie I have ever seen…Dunn’s is 200
years old this year, 200!!! If you needed a
recommendation, I think that speaks for itself.
Fresh and local flours and ingredients when
possible and GORGEOUS breads of every kind. I
cannot praise this place enough!”
“This is still the very, very best bakers in North
London. Everything's wonderfully fresh and the
range of breads, cakes, sandwiches, and pastries is
just awesome. The shop is always fully staffed, and
they are all so helpful - you cannot fail to walk away
fully satisfied and usually possessed of a few more
things than you went there to buy! I have never
regretted a single purchase. 5 stars for sure!”
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92352
92364
92362
92187

White
Black
Red
Marshmallow

6x1kg
6x1kg
6x1kg
6x1kg
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90x 50g
90x 50g
90x 50g
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79960

Smoked Streak Bacon 1kg

ALLERGEN
INFORMATION AT THE
CLICK OF A BUTTON

BAKO Allergen Portal
Easy to use, simply search by BAKO product code
Colour coded allergen table
Export multiple codes into a separate CSV file
Access at a time that's convenient to you
To access allergen information on any of our products;

VISIT WWW.BAKO.CO.UK/ALLERGENS
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Our Hand Raised range of pork pies taste
just a good as they look – fantastic!
As the name suggests, each pie is individually
hand-finished by one of our team resulting
in a wonderfully rustic, homemade look.
84240

84241
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Small Hand Raised Pork Pie
30x140g
Medium Hand Raised Pork Pie
12x380g
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Festive
Slice
84189

BAKO Festive Slice

A Festive Slice with a seasoned chicken
filling with sausage, bacon and cranberries,
in light puff pastry with sage and onion
stuffing crumb. 36 x 175g

Vegan
Festive
Slice
84199

Vegan Festive Slice

Seasoned Wheat & Pea
Protein Pieces, cranberry &
parsnip in a savoury sauce.
Wrapped in pastry with a
thyme sprinkle. 36 x 180g
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BAKO Whip
A sweetened blend of milk powders and vegetable oils
for whipping and pouring

22617

4 x 5l
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60559
Country Oven Multiseed
16kg
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Milk Chocolate 20kg
27753

Dark Chocolate 20kg
27752

Available
Now

from

White Chocolate 20kg
27754
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77111
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25kg
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